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Columbus, MS
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Dear lVembers of Green Oaks Golf Course,

We would like to welcome the nu+,u members to the course. Let us make
them feel welcome and a part of the Green Oaks family. The winter is coming off
the ground and the green is returning. I,/larch 31 - July 30 is our new
membership drive at $125 per month with a one year contract. Tell your friends.
Our tournament schedule is complete ernd you can check on the dates and times
at the clubhouse or on Facebook. We are ordering new signs that go on the tee
boxes for members and businesses to put their info and numbers on. These are
now on sale for $SOO for members and $400 for non-members. Contact a board
member for more information. Now for the good part, most people understand
that the cost of inflation has risen over 70o/o in the last few years, which means
the cost of gasoline, electricity, parts and supplies have also increased. Because
of these increases, \,r.'e ar-e instituting tte follcwing.

Rate increases effective the 1st of May:
Monthly fees will be raised to $130 with an additional $20 for cart sheds.
lVonthly fees with cart plan will be increased to $'160.
Active-duty military rate will be $1 20 arid an additional $20 for the cart plan.
Junior memberships will be increased rry $5 with an additional charge for a cart
plan. ****All new members stil! under 1 year contracts will remain at the
current rate until the year contract is up,then the increase will take effect.

Green Fees
t holes with cart - $30
1B Holes with cart - $40
1B hole without cart - $20

Twilight hours will be from 4.30 PIV - 7 PIV

Walking - $15,
9 Holes with cart $25 1B Holes with car, $35



No course can survive withcut an overall ncrease to help defer the cost
of inflation. All members of the :art plan will need to sign a copy of the cart
plan in the front office, which cutlines the usage of Green Oaks carts. The
carts are the property of Green Oaks and will be utilized in the way that best
suits the general membership. While we understand that these increases will
not meet favorabie consideratrons by some of the menrbers, lt i,s e necessary
part to maintain the golf course, equipitrent and personnel in the current
economy.

Thank you ail and hit em Straight,
President of the Board of Directors

Nathan Fast


